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In this paper we propose a method for increasing precision and reliability of elastic-
ity analysis in complicated burn scar cases. The need for a technique that would help
physicians by objectively assessing elastic properties of scars, motivated our original al-
gorithm. This algorithm successfully employed active contours for tracking and finite
element models for strain analysis. However, the previous approach considered only one
normal area and one abnormal area within the region of interest, and scar shapes which
were somewhat simplified. Most burn scars have rather complicated shapes and may in-
clude multiple regions with different elastic properties. Hence, we need a method capable
of adequately addressing these characteristics. The new method can split the region into
more than two localities with different material properties, select and quantify abnormal
areas, and apply different forces if it is necessary for a better shape description of the
scar. The method also demonstrates the application of scale and mesh refinement tech-
niques in this important domain. It is accomplished by increasing the number of Finite
Element Method (FEM) areas as well as the number of elements within the area.

The method is successfully applied to elastic materials and real burn scar cases. We
demonstrate all of the proposed techniques and investigate the behavior of elasticity
function in a 3-D space. Recovered properties of elastic materials are compared with
those obtained by a conventional mechanics-based approach. Scar ratings achieved with
the method are correlated against the judgments of physicians.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Burn scar assessment is a very important problem. Two million people are burned

annually in the United States and 300,000 are seriously injured.21 Along with ad-

vances in the understanding of the process of scar formation, recent years have seen

progress in the therapeutic treatment of scars. The treatment procedures include us-

ing various types of pressure garments, drugs, or even surgery. Despite various new

developments in terms of reducing scars or their impact, the ability to objectively

assess scars is still very limited. Presently, the specialists at the Tampa General

Hospital Burn Center characterize burn scars using a scale similar to the Vancou-

ver Burn Scar Assessment questionnaire which asks the surgeons to rate properties

of the scar on a coarse scale. Obviously, this involves the subjective judgment of the

specialist and it was found that the reliability of these ratings is not adequate. The

same surgeon might rate the same scar differently at different times. Also, different

surgeons might rate the same scar differently. In the interest of making the best

choice for the patient, physicians need to be able to compare and contrast various

healing techniques both subjectively and objectively.

This paper presents a set of algorithms for objectively determining the elas-

ticity of multiple burn scars relative to the surrounding areas. The skin elasticity

can determine not only the objective parameters of the scar, but also the success

of the healing process. The need for technique that would help physicians by ob-

jectively assessing elastic properties of scars motivated our original algorithm.28,29

This algorithm successfully employed active contours for tracking and finite ele-

ment models for strain analysis. However, the previous approach considered only

one normal area and one abnormal area within the region of interest, and simplified

scar shapes. Most burn scars have rather complicated shapes and may include mul-

tiple regions with different elastic properties. The method proposed in this paper

is capable of adequately addressing these characteristics.

1.1. Previous Work

This section presents a short review of the previous work in related areas. For a

more detailed review see Ref. 29. In computer vision, physically-based modeling is

often used for tracking and motion analysis. Terzopoulos and Metaxas20 presented

a physically-based approach to shape modeling that simultaneously satisfies the

requirements of reconstruction and recognition. DeCarlo and Metaxas6 proposed

to incorporate blending into deformable models. Sclaroff and Pentland22 used FEM

to obtain a parametric description of nonrigid motion in terms of its similarity

to known extremal views. Young and Axel33 built a finite element model of the

left ventricle to fit material points tracked in biplanar views. Metaxas and Koh19

used local adaptive finite elements to represent 3-D shapes efficiently. Davis et al.5

designed the Elastic Body Spline (EBS) to approximate behavior of a homogeneous,

isotropic, elastic material subjected to a load. A finite element model that learns

the correct physical model of human lips by training from real data was proposed

by Basu and Pentland.2 Martin et al.16 employed finite element computation of
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analytic modes describing shape variation of structures within the human brain.

Tsap et al.27,28 first suggested the use of nonlinear FEM for nonrigid motion analysis

of human skin containing abnormalities (such as scars).

Active contour models, or snakes, were first introduced by Kass et al.11 as

a mechanism for finding and tracking salient image contours. Terzopoulos and

Waters26 developed snakes to track the nonrigid motions of facial features in video

images. Kumar and Goldgof13 used active contours (snakes) to track the tagged

grid in Cardiac MR images automatically. McEachen II and Duncan17 tracked fea-

ture points over an entire cardiac cycle. Yezzi et al.32 unified the curve evolution

approaches for active contours and the established energy formulation. Gunn and

Nixon8 used two contours to search the image space from both inside and out-

side of the target feature. Tagare25 proposed a formulation that achieves reduction

in the search space by precomputing orthogonal curves to deform the template.

Chandran and Potty4 developed a strategy to avoid local minimas as a dynamic

programming solution for snake energy minimization. Amini et al.1 applied coupled

B-spline snake grids to magnetic resonance images and validated results with a 3-D

cardiac motion model. Recent developments in deformable model techniques are

summarized in Ref. 23.

There is very little work in the area of objective assessment of burn scars.

Previously, scar evaluation has been mainly subjective. Sullivan et al.24 addressed

the issue of a reliable, objective and universal method of scar rating based on

pigmentation, vascularity and scar height. This approach is known as the Vancouver

Scar Assessment Technique and is commonly used by plastic surgeons. However,

the methodology has some subjective aspects to it, e.g. in comparing skin colors.

Another related area is the work in biomechanical properties of the skin and

soft tissue. There has been a significant amount of work in characterizing the ma-

terial properties of the skin and its relations to movement. The models range from

plane geometric models based on continuum mechanics7 to finite element based

methods.14 Hyperelastic constitutive models have been shown to be appropriate to

represent the material behavior of soft tissues.30 Kallel and Bertrand12 introduced

a method to reconstruct the elastic modulus of a compressed soft tissue using sim-

ulated data. However, these techniques have not been applied to the study of burn

scar recovery. McHugh et al.18 examined biomechanical changes after burn injury

when normal skin attempts to compensate for scar contraction. The authors stressed

that more precise measurements are needed to quantify these changes as well as

the effects of burn scar treatment.

1.2. Overview

Our experimental setup includes a structured light K2T scanner made by K2T Inc.

(Duquesne, PA). We stamp a grid pattern on the skin region of interest and then

observe the distortion of this pattern upon pulling the skin in a certain direction.

Each image sequence consists of both intensity and range images (Fig. 1) before

and after the application of a force.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1. (a) Intensity and (b) range images of the skin with the grid. Distances in the range image
are encoded as intensities.

Our experiments involve not only skin, but also elastic materials with properties

recovered by a conventional mechanics-based method (Sec. 2.1). The new method,

similarly to the original,28,29 employs snakes to detect grid intersections in images

before and after stretching (Sec. 2.2). The next step involves initial detection of

abnormalities using strain distributions synthesized by the Finite Element Method

(FEM). Our nonlinear FEM approach is described in Sec. 2.3. The method uses an

iterative descent search outlined in Sec. 2.4 to approximate stretching behavior of

the region of interest.

However, the previous approach (described in Sec. 3.1) considered only one nor-

mal area and one abnormal area within the region of interest, and scar shapes which

were somewhat simplified. The new method, capable of precisely addressing prop-

erties of multiple abnormal areas, is presented in detail in Sec. 3.2. The method also

addresses application of multiple forces in different directions and mesh/scale re-

finement techniques. The method is successfully applied to elastic materials (Sec. 4)

and real burn scar cases (Sec. 5). The last section discusses and summarizes the

results of this research.

2. BACKGROUND AND MODELING

2.1. Ground Truth Estimation Using Mechanics-Based Elasticity

Measurements

Elasticity refers to the extent a material changes its length when a force is applied.

The modulus of elasticity, or Young’s modulus, E, can be defined as

E =
∆σ

∆ε
(1)

where ∆σ is the stress change and ∆ε is the strain change. The stress, σ, can be

viewed as force per unit area and the strain, ε, as changes of lengths per unit length.

To evaluate the performance of the method, we present ground truth elasticity

estimation using a conventional approach from mechanics. During the experiments,

one end of the object is fixed while variable weights are applied to the other end.
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The length of the stretchable part is measured with a micrometer before (L) and

after the stretching (L+ ∆L) to determine change in length (∆L).

This setup allows for the calculation of stress since dimensions of the material

and the weights applied are known. Weight is the force with which gravity “pulls”

on an object’s mass (P = mg, where P is the weight and g is the acceleration of

gravity). Strain can be found using Eq. (1)

ε =
σ

E
=

P

AE
(2)

or, equivalently, by definition

ε =
∆L

L
. (3)

Hence,

∆L

L
=

P

AE
(4)

and Young’s modulus

E =
PL

A(∆L)
=

mgL

A(∆L)
(5)

where A can be calculated as multiplication of (a) width and (b) thickness of the

material.

However, in the real world complete knowledge of geometry is rare. In computer

vision, for example, we can estimate the surface area of the object; however, its

thickness might be unknown. In such cases the estimated parameter is not Young’s

modulus, but rather a number which is the product of Young’s modulus and the

thickness of the material

Eb =
mgL

a(∆L)
. (6)

Sometimes we want to estimate elasticity of the material embedded into the

material with known properties. If the thickness of either material is unknown, we

can define a relative elasticity as

ER =
E2b2

E1b1
. (7)

Hence, we define properties of the second material in multiples of properties of the

first material.

2.2. Grid Tracking with Snakes

In computer vision, recognizing objects often depends on identifying particular

shapes in an image. Another difficult task is establishing correspondences between

the images. The latter facilitates comparisons of similar shapes. Clearly, using an

edge detector alone, however good it is, will not separate the object we are looking

for from other objects in the image. We need to incorporate more prior knowledge

about the grid pattern. For example, in our project we are looking for a burn scar
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with the grid stamped on it and trying to follow the deformation of the grid. We

know in advance the geometry of the grid, including even the exact number of

vertical and horizontal lines. This task can easily be automated. With this much

prior knowledge, it is easy to find all of the these lines in the image.

Active contour models, or snakes, allow us to set up such general conditions, and

find image structures that satisfy the conditions. A snake is an energy minimizing

spline, governed by internal and external forces. It is specified by a set of control

points. Each control point has a position, given by (X,Y ) coordinates in the image,

and a snake is entirely specified by the number and coordinates of its control points.

Iterative adjustments to the snakes are made by moving the control points. Williams

and Shah31 provide a fast greedy algorithm for finding the minimum energy contour.

They define the total energy of the snake as consisting of the continuity energy, the

curvature energy and the image energy

E =

∫
(α(s)Econt(s) + β(s)Ecurv(s) + γ(s)Eimg(s))ds (8)

where s denotes the arc-length along the snake. A snake evolves so as to reduce its

energy. For more on the general formulation of the energies, see Ref. 13.

The grid used in the experiments consists of a set of intersecting lines. The grid

has a lower image intensity than the background which allows to effective evaluate

the image energy. Each grid line is tracked by a separate snake. There is a total of

seven lines in each of two directions.

A total of six points (selected by the user) are needed to identify the region

where initial placement should occur: four corner points and two more points to

provide the main direction of stretching. Details are described in Ref. 28. The

initialization is necessary for each time frame since the motion is relatively large

and it is impossible to know in advance how and where the points move during the

stretching.

During the fitting stage, each snake iteratively minimizes its energy to track

the exact contour of the corresponding grid line. We move successively from the

first snaxel point to the last, shifting each to a new location in its neighborhood

where the total energy is a minimum. When the algorithm terminates, the entire

set of snakes approximates the shape closely. The last step is computing the inter-

section points in the images before and after the motion and calculating their 3-D

displacements using the corresponding range data. The grid intersection points are

computed as the intersection points of the corresponding snakes. These points and

their displacements are automatically fed into the FEM model, and provide the

foundation for the calculation of motion and deformation parameters.

2.3. Nonlinear Finite Element Computation

The elasticity of scarred tissues differs from normal skin. Given the displacements,

we attempt to recover strains, forces and relative material properties of tissues

within areas of interest.
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The basic concept of the finite element method (FEM) is decomposition of a

complex object into simpler components called finite elements. The mechanical

response of an element is represented in terms of a finite number of degrees of

freedom (DOFs). These DOFs are described as the values of the unknown functions

at the nodal points. The response of an entire system is then obtained by the discrete

model created by assembling the responses of all elements. The advantage of FEM

is the possibility of modeling the physics of the material between the nodes. Having

a set of material properties for a given object can aid in a precise nonrigid motion

tracking of this object.

General nonlinear deformation theory defines the displacement field as a com-

bination of rigid-body motions and pure deformations. Rigid-body motions include

translations and rotations. Their main property is that the distance between any

pair of material points remains unchanged. Any quantity that measures the change

in length between the neighboring points is a measure of pure deformation. Compu-

tationally, incremental approximation (defined in Ref. 9) is used by the ANSYS,10

program utilized in this research for nonlinear FEM calculation. Increment of the

deformation gradient ∆Gn at the current time step n is defined using the previous

time step n− 1

[∆Gn] = [Gn][Gn−1]−1 . (9)

2.4. Iterative Descent Search

This work utilizes an iterative descent algorithm.15 Iterative means that the algo-

rithm generates series of points, each point being calculated on the basis of points

preceding it. Descent denotes that as each new point is calculated by the algorithm

the corresponding value of some function (evaluated at such point) decreases in

value. Any descent algorithm starts at an initial point; determines, according to

a fixed rule, a direction of the movement; and then moves in that direction to a

minimum of the objective function. Ideally, the sequence of points converges in a

finite (or infinite) number of steps to a solution of the original problem. A solution

is an extremum (maximum or minimum point). Since we will be estimating an error

between the model and the object after the motion, the target of the search is a

minimum point.

3. METHOD DESCRIPTION

3.1. Basic Method

The method (introduced in Refs. 28 and 29) relies on the fact that it is usu-

ally harder to pull on a scarred tissue than to pull on normal skin. The nature

of skin deformation differs depending on the elasticity of the underlying skin.

The basic method consists of three main parts: detection of the grid points with

snakes (already described in the previous section), burn scar localization, and

an iterative descent search for its material properties (relative to properties of

normal skin).
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Scar localization is based on the strain analysis of the finite element model

of stretching skin. Nonlinear finite element solution is performed in the ANSYS

package10 (version 5.3 on a SUN SPARC 10 with 32 MB of memory) using hyper-

elastic shell elements with the thickness calculated as a summation of thicknesses

of human skin layers (the Epidermis, or outer layer, the Dermis, and the Subcu-

taneous layer, or lower dermis). If the scar exists in the image, it is found using

the level of strain as a criterion. Assuming sufficient stretching to reveal the scar,

a sudden change of strain to a minimum reveals the area(s) of the model that cor-

respond to the scar location. This area(s) is the place where we apply an iterative

descent search to find its properties relative to properties of normal skin. Absolute

properties can be found if the knowledge of precise properties of normal skin for

each patient becomes available.

If the material is uniform, both regions stretch the same. Otherwise, the region

of greater elasticity contributes much more to the resulting elongation of an entire

material. Therefore, if we apply displacements of the boundary points only and

vary the value of unknown elasticity, the resulting displacements of the nodes of

our FEM model inside the region also change. If we had correct elastic properties

for both areas, then the displacements of all of the object’s points would have been

equal to the motion between two time frames calculated using the available range

data. Hence, we can compare new nodal displacements with the base displacements

(determined during the detection phase) and estimate the difference that would

guide us through the search to the correct value of Young’s modulus. The error is

computed by comparing true displacements of the nodes (or keypoints) after the

motion with a change in positions of nodes predicted by the FEM model incorpo-

rating a current hypothesis about Young’s modulus of the burn scar. The error is

defined per node. Error minimization utilizing the iterative descent method takes

place in the neighborhood of the known elasticity. This neighborhood can be de-

fined exactly based on the known properties of the first material and the predicted

behavior of the second. The minimum of error function corresponds to the correct

elasticity of the second material.

3.2. New Method

One of the main contributions of the new method is a possibility to quantify more

than two areas in the burn scar region. Since we need to determine differences

in these areas as reactions to external forces, the main requirements to apply the

method successfully include displacements sufficient to produce such differences.

In this case, the strain criterion can pinpoint more than two areas with different

elasticities within the grid. The method initially detects two areas — normal and

abnormal. If the change of strain is not gradual within either one of these subareas,

this indicates a possibility of further subdivision. Very often, in physicians’ opinions

(see ratings in Sec. 5) the scar consists of multiple low elasticity (or, equivalently,

large Young’s modulus) areas. The lowest strain can usually indicate the most

abnormal area. The next gradation coincides with the somewhat less abnormal

area, etc. For example, in our experiments we use nine strain levels. If we define
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the lowest strain as strain level one, then level two is present within the abnormal

area detected during the previous step.

The iterative descent search method during the current step can proceed using

the results of the previous step also in a numerical sense, using the elasticity of the

entire abnormal area as a starting point to search for elasticities of subareas. This

limits the search space for the new step to achieve the solution faster.

Since some scars do not give in to stretching easily, detection of their shapes

might produce various errors. Small propagation of displacements in certain direc-

tions can effectively make the outcome unpredictable, reducing or increasing the

number of areas composing the burn scar in the model. If the method classifies an

additional region as abnormal, the total Young’s modulus of the scar decreases since

now it represents an average of the real abnormal area and an additional normal

area. To prevent such problems, this method proposes the application of different

forces in multiple directions. This improvement is especially helpful in better re-

vealing the local geometry of the scar, which can give rise to its better description

by scale and mesh refinement of a finite element model.

The term scale denotes a level of resolution, or, equivalently, a level of de-

tail. Most objects can be described usefully through a variety of scales. This idea

has found use most often as a mechanism to reduce computation: low-cost, low-

resolution processing over a coarse grid (applied to the smoothed data) serving to

guide high-cost, high-resolution processing over a finer grid. The best result on a

coarse scale is the starting point for the next scale. A true scar boundary can lie

within one or more model areas, originally classified as completely normal or ab-

normal. The process proceeds to an accurate solution by splitting up the existing

area(s) along the boundary of the scar into multiple areas. This step results in a

better description of the boundary and improved classification of model areas.

In order to further minimize the material modeling error we need to specify mesh

controls in addition to the above steps. A finer mesh is necessary around the areas of

drastic changes in strain. This also usually happens around the boundary between

the scar and a normal tissue. Local mesh refinement, a common practice described

by Burnett,3 provides additional degrees of freedom in some regions to increase the

local accuracy. Based on the automated strategy, the areas with relatively high local

error are identified as candidates for remeshing. It is hard to achieve completely

automatic meshing based on the given accuracy since the error estimates are difficult

and the automatic meshing problem has not been completely solved When the

areas are found, their meshing is refined using smaller elements. In general, all

domains of the model where the solution tends to be more complicated (e.g. near

sharp changes in the shape or concentrated loads) must have meshing of greater

density to maintain a given level of accuracy. Of course, mesh refinement changes

the number and the assignment of nodes and elements, which requires recalculation

of the certain steps of the method, like the node positions from the model based

on the range data before and after the motion used to guide the iterative descent

search.

Figure 2 shows the steps of the proposed method.
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Error function in 3-D space
Results: relative elasticities for all areas within the grid

Part of the
algorithm
capable of
handling
simple cases

Proposed
techniques
to address
complicated
burn scar
cases

Iterative descent search for the elasticity
of the abnormal area(s)

Change elasticity of
abnormal area 

Yes

No

Yes

No

Are additional forces necessary?

Is scale refinement necessary? 
Yes

No

Increase the number of FEM

Grid detection; Recovery of point correspondences

Build initial FEM model with uniform material properties 

Find area(s) with the lowest strain

Yes

No

areas where necessary

No

Yes
Is mesh refinement necessary? 

Increase the number of elements
within areas on the scar boundary

Can we split any 
of the areas again?

the error/elasticity function?
Is it a global minimum of 

Fig. 2. Algorithm of the new method.

4. EXPERIMENTS WITH ELASTIC MATERIALS AND COMPARISON

WITH GROUND TRUTH VALUES

Let us analyze the stretching of elastic materials using vision techniques and com-

pare results obtained using a conventional approach from mechanics (Sec. 2.1). We

consider experiments with multiple materials of unknown elasticities embedded in

a known material. To simulate areas with different properties, rectangular pieces

of different materials are attached on top of the initial material. Snakes are used

for tracking intersections of the grid stamped on the materials in the images before

and after stretching (Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), respectively). The corresponding range

image is shown in Fig. 3(c). These intersections function as a set of keypoints for

automatic FEM model building. Each grid area is split up into several FEM areas

for better precision.
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Ground truth values were calculated using Eq. (5). We use elasticities of areas

2 and 3 for validation only. Let us calculate properties of these areas using the

proposed method and compare them to the ground truth.

For the initial finite element model, elastic properties are considered to be

the same everywhere. The initial model allows us to find displacements of the

nodes (base displacements) and the whereabouts of the abnormal areas indicated

by the lowest strain levels. Strain, computed as a result of inverse finite element

analysis (FEA), is shown in Fig. 3(d). The legend column on the right of the strain

distribution shows (top to bottom): maximum displacement, minimum strain (dis-

played only if it is different from zero) and maximum strain. Nine levels of strain

are displayed in the grid area from the lowest (blue) to the highest (red). The next

step is to search for values of unknown properties using an iterative descent algo-

rithm based on the difference between resulting nodal displacements and base (real)

displacements.

Results of the basic method are shown in Table 1. An iterative search error is

down from 1763.18(10−6) m to 677.16(10−6) m, however, the difference with ground

truth is 262% for area 2 and 27% for area 3. The reason for this is the inability of

the old method to handle multiple unknown areas.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 3. Experiments with elastic materials. (a–b) Snake detection of the grid before and after
stretching. (c) The range image of the skin after stretching. (d) Resulting strain distribution. Nine
levels of strain are displayed in the grid area from the lowest (blue) to the highest (red).
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Table 1. Comparison of resulting properties of abnormal areas recovered by old and new methods.

Area Ground Results Difference, Search Results Difference, Search
number truth, of the old % error/node, of the new % error/node,

kPa method, kPa 10−6 m method, kPa 10−6 m

2 335.04 1214.52 262.5 677.16 343.42 2.5 577.64

3 1675.20 1214.52 27.5 677.16 1725.46 3.0 577.64

The new method considers three separate areas, and iterates until a minimum

in this 3-D space is found (577.64(10−6) m). The difference with ground truth now

does not exceed 3%. Table 1 proves that the results of the new method are, indeed,

very precise.

If we assume that elasticity of area 1 is unknown, we can estimate relative

properties of areas 2 and 3 in multiples of properties of area 1 (as defined in Eq. (7):

4.1 for area 2 and 20.6 for area 3). This is what we recover in burn scar assessment

procedure. In our experiments precise skin and burn scar thickness and precise

elasticity of normal skin are not practical to estimate for each patient because of

in-vivo nature of the experimental setup. Using relative elasticity (7) is sufficient

to determine the success of treatment (increase in elasticity of burn scar relative to

the surrounding areas).

The next section will illustrate the application of the proposed method to com-

plicated burn scar cases and show other advantages of the method, including uti-

lization of multiple forces and scale/mesh refinement techniques.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF BURN SCAR ASSESSMENT

5.1. Multiple Abnormal Areas

Let us look at a very interesting series of experiments demonstrating the superi-

ority of the method when given sufficient data to apply all of the steps. This case

introduces a large scar on the arm that allows for a significant stretching sufficient

to reveal skin properties. Figures 1(a) and 4(a) show the gray-level intensity images

of this patient’s skin on the arm before and after stretching, respectively. The range

image corresponding to Fig. 1(a) is shown in Fig. 1(b). The grid detection part is

displayed in Fig. 4(b).

The change in length in this case (detected in the direction of stretching)

comprises about 17% of the original length. Unfortunately, some cases are limiting

change in length to 7% at the most. This means that stretching is the predom-

inant motion of skin which is crucial for the method since our model simulates

only stretching behavior of skin (as opposed to bending, compressing, or pushing

perpendicularly to the surface of the arm).

The basic method reveals abnormalities in the grid area. However, this time all

of the strains produced are caused solely by the effect of stretching on the skin

with different elastic properties. Therefore, strain gradation is sufficient to reveal

gradations within the abnormal area. For instance, in Fig. 5(a) two definite areas

are found within the abnormal area (the entire right part of the model) — one in
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4. (a) The intensity image of the skin with the grid. The abnormal area is outlined by the
physician. (b) Detecting the grid using snakes.

the lower part (more abnormal as described by the strain legend on the right) and

the other in the upper part (less abnormal).

However, for now we treat both detected abnormal areas as one. Initially

the method proceeds like before by iterating until the minimum error is found

[Fig. 5(b)]. The resulting elasticity for the abnormal area is 2.5 [Fig. 6(a)]. 2.5 is

the ratio of elasticities of abnormal and normal areas. The subdivision within the

abnormal area is still clear from this result.

The new method continues by searching for a possible split within normal or

abnormal areas separately. We already discovered that the area, indicated initially

[Fig. 5(a)] by the lowest strain, is less elastic (the top box in the legend) and that

the rest of the abnormal area (the second box from the top) is slightly more elastic

(but still less, compared to the normal skin for this patient). Therefore, we have

three areas to analyze — one normal and two abnormal. Would introducing the

third area really improve the result? To demonstrate it, we can investigate the set

of functions [Fig. 6(b)].

(a) (b)

Fig. 5. Results (strain distributions) using old method. (a) Initial detection of abnormal area
when its properties are unknown. (b) Result of iterative descent assuming two areas within the
grid.
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Each of these functions represents error function between the model and range

image data when we vary the elasticity of the more abnormal area while the elas-

ticity of the less abnormal area is fixed (a different number for each function). The

difference between these functions is obvious. Although some of them exhibit higher

errors at the points limiting boundary intervals [up to 550(10−6) m verses about

370(10−6) m in Fig. 6(a)], the minimum has smaller value than the best previous

iteration [lower than 250(10−6) m as opposed to higher than 260(10−6) m before].

Hence, the process is extended so that we continue by splitting the abnormal area

into two, and continuing the iterations until the minimum error is located in this 3-D

search space. This step is directly based on the results of the previous step because

bounding intervals for both unknown elasticities are located in the neighborhood

of 2.5. This fact limits the search space and time. The results are 3 and 2.4 (again,

one is considered a normalized modulus elasticity for normal skin). The strain map

corresponding to the final result is shown in Fig. 6(c). This is remarkably similar

to the rating by a physician [Fig. 6(d)] if we consider a scaling factor determined

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 6. Elasticity functions and results using updated method. (a) Elasticity function.
(b) Multiple functions error versus elasticity of more abnormal area when elasticity of less abnor-
mal area is fixed. (c) Result of iterative descent after the subdivision of abnormal area. (d) Rating
by a physician. Physicians rate elasticity of burn scars on a scale from 1 (normal) to 5 (extreme
decrease in elasticity).
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Fig. 7. Three-dimensional error function. The error depends on the variation of both unknown
elasticities (indicated as less abnormal and more abnormal).

empirically. Physicians rate elasticity of burn scars on a scale from 1 (normal) to

5 (extreme decrease in elasticity). Our method also found two abnormal areas and

correctly rated them according to their properties. To verify numerical results, we

have to divide our results by the scaling factor of 1.5 (demonstrated for 15 burn scar

sequences in Refs. 28 and 29): 3/1.5 = 2 and 2.4/1.5 = 1.6. Physicians’ rating is

also relative (abnormal over normal), hence the relative elasticity of more abnormal

area is 3/1.5 = 2, and the relative elasticity of less abnormal area is 2.5/1.5 = 1.67.

This demonstrates a direct correlation between two sets of ratings.

The final 3-D elasticity function, in which an additional dimension represents

a new (less elastic) area found within the scar, is represented in Fig. 7. The error

depends on the variation of both unknown elasticities (indicated as less abnormal

and more abnormal). The function has only one minimum, similarly to investigated

2-D error functions.

5.2. Multiple Forces in Different Directions and Scale/Mesh Refinement

If we look more carefully at the results of the previous experiment, we will notice

that a very small local variation in the shape of the scar was not properly captured

by the model. The basic method was rather oriented at the recovery of the general

location and elastic modulus of the scar. Additional techniques are introduced to

estimate complex shapes better. The following experiments attempt to address this

extension.

Now let us illustrate what happens when multiple stretching forces are applied

in different directions [Fig. 8(a)]. The shape of the abnormal area detected during

the first step of the method is slightly different [Fig. 8(b)] because the force at

the bottom of the grid affects this part much more than stretching in the previous

setup. The search for elasticity of abnormal areas proceeds similarly by finding one

combined number and then continuing for separate abnormal areas within the scar
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 8. (a) Multiforce stretching. (b) Result of the first step (initial detection). (c) Final result
(relative elasticity recovered and area localized). (d) Local refinement integrated into the method.

(a) (b)

Fig. 9. (a) The intensity image of the burn scar (another patient). (b) Result with local scale
and mesh refinement based on a given scar boundary.

[Fig. 8(c)]. Although the shape of the more abnormal area is captured much better

now, it is still a bit far from a more precise description as suggested by the strain

map [Fig. 8(b)]. The final touch is done by a local scale and mesh refinement in the

area where we want to increase the precision of scar shape interpretation [Fig. 8(d)].
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This step improves precision of the detection as well as of the elasticity search.

Scale and mesh refinement can be done even in more complicated cases. For

instance, if the strain cannot reveal the need for a local refinement, but the burn

scar boundary is given, then the improvement is still clear. Figure 9 shows the

results for another patient when the refinement was applied based on the boundary

indicated on the intensity image by a physician. The resulting elasticity is 3.1

which again correlates to a judgment by a physician (when difference in scales is

considered).

5.3. Reasons for Having Deviations — Anisotropism and Variable Thickness

Multiple rankings of the same patient by the same or different physicians have

shown that human assessment of burn scar elasticity is in fact extremely subjective

(up to 50% difference in elasticity estimation). Why do the results of our method

differ slightly from execution to execution? We need to mention that an iterative

search procedure is very robust. However, detection of location and shape of the

burn scar can be affected by various factors. First, it can be influenced by the noise

that has been analyzed with thresholds and already explained in detail in Ref. 29.

Second, a relatively small elongation may produce insufficient input from stretching

in the resulting strain map. The strain map influences the selection of an abnormal

area. If a selected area is smaller than the real area, then the result is different from

a true Young’s modulus of this area since it attempts to compensate for observed

stretching. Most importantly, what can cause the small result deviation for such

reliable data as in the cases described in Secs. 5.1 and 5.2?

The answer lies in the nature of burn scars themselves, specifically in anisotrop-

icity of elastic properties and in variations of scar thickness. The imaginary line

which defines the direction of external force intersects parts of the scar with dif-

ferent thicknesses. If the thickness is unknown, then the result of our method is a

product of the elasticity of abnormal area and the ratio of its thickness and the

thickness of normal area (as defined in Eq. (7)). Therefore this result can differ for

different force directions since the scar thickness is not constant. Pulling along the

thicker part of the scar produces a greater result.

Experiments also show that soft tissues are anisotropic, especially burn scar

regions. That is why variation of directional components of Young’s modulus in-

fluenced the error. For example, more abnormal part of the scar in Fig. 4 resulted

in our rating of 3 (E = 3). However, when we extended the search to find di-

rectional components of Young’s modulus, results were: Ey = 3 and Ex = 3.9.

Reduction in the total error was not very significant, which can be explained by

the nature of our experimental setup based on the unidirectional stretching. How

much anisotropicity and thickness influence the result with respect to each other

has yet to be determined.

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we proposed a method for increasing precision and reliability of elas-

ticity analysis in complicated burn scar cases. The new method can split the region
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into more than two localities with different material properties, select and quan-

tify abnormal areas, and apply different forces if it is necessary for a better shape

description of the scar. The method also demonstrates the application of scale and

mesh refinement techniques in this important domain. It is accomplished by in-

creasing the number of FEM areas as well as the number of elements within the

area.

The method was successfully applied to elastic materials and real burn scar

cases. We demonstrated all of the proposed techniques and investigated the behav-

ior of elasticity function in a 3-D space. Recovered properties of elastic materials

were compared with those obtained by a conventional mechanics-based approach.

Scar ratings achieved with the method were correlated against the judgments of

specialists.

We have applied the proposed method to our database consisting of 72 image

sequences, including image sequences of elastic materials (from one to three dif-

ferent elasticities), image sequences of normal skin, burn scars and simulated skin

abnormalities. Table 2 demonstrates the success of different parts of the method.

The split into normal and abnormal areas requires sufficient differences in dis-

placements in these areas. To detect additional abnormal (or normal) areas, these

displacements must produce an evidence that a new candidate area contrasts from

already classified areas. Therefore as more data is being acquired, we are including

this important condition as necessary for the experimental setup.

Table 2. Summary of results.

Experiment More than one abnormal Additional forces Refinement
type area detected and quantified applied applied

Elastic materials 7 7 0

Burn scars 5 8 7

Total 12 15 7

Would the modeling error function in 3-D space always have one minimum?

The experiments show that if additional minimums are introduced, they can be

eliminated by using additional local error estimates within each detected area.

This method will be utilized for the quantitative assessment and comparison of

burn scar treatment results. The method will allow us to estimate the progress in

scar healing as a function of the difference in its elastic properties as they approach

elastic properties of the normal skin.
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